Swimming Pool Parties at Sterling College

If you would like to reserve the pool at Sterling for a private swimming party please be aware of the following:

1. Pool parties need to be scheduled at least 2 weeks in advance with Gary or Deb at the front office of Gleason and are not confirmed until we have the commitment of the lifeguards needed and facility open.

2. Cost of pool rental is $25 per hour plus the cost of the lifeguards. You need a minimum of 2 lifeguards for 20 swimmers or less. 3 lifeguards for 21-30 swimmers. Lifeguards are paid, in cash, by the party organizer at the beginning of the party at the rate of $10 for 1 hour, $15 for 1 ½ hours or $20 for 2 hours per lifeguard. Pool rental is paid when party is confirmed.

3. All guests are expected to follow pool rules and can be “sat out” or asked to leave by the lifeguards on duty.

4. The Sterling College pool was built for college age adults and older to swim laps and exercise. It does not have a shallow area built for children and thus can be too deep for non-swimmers. Please consider this planning your function. A “community” pool may be a better option.

5. Guests who cannot swim the length of the pool need to stay where they can stand with their shoulders above the water. Children who cannot do this need to be within arms reach of an adult in the pool or wear an approved life jacket that they have brought. Noodles, kick boards, etc. may be used but are not lifesaving devices.

6. Parties cannot be scheduled during regular pool hours. The best times to reserve the pool would be Saturdays from 10am-5pm or Sundays from noon-2pm.

Pool Rules

1. Guests should come in their swim suits if possible, as locker rooms/restrooms are usable but not monitored.

2. Locker room floors and pool floors are wet and SLICK, guests should walk slowly. No running.

3. No diving in the shallow end. No stunts, flips, etc., from side as we do not have a diving board. No horse play.

4. No food or drinks are allowed in the pool or locker room areas. After the swim party, and swimmers have dried off and dressed, you may use classroom 111 if it is available for cake and snacks. The cost is an additional $5.00 and your group is expected to completely clean it up afterwards and put all tables and chairs back in place.
Pool Rental Agreement

______ confirmed

Name _______________________________   Phone __________________

Email______________________________

Today’s date_____________ Date wanted:___________________ Time___________

Purpose of rental _________________________________________________________

Cost worksheet:   Pool rental   ____ hrs. x $25  =  _________
                  classroom use x $5  =__________
                  sub total _____________ write ck to Sterling College
                  ____Lifeguards needed x $10 =___________ pay lifeguards in cash

Lifeguards scheduled _____________________, ___________________________,
                  _____________________, ___________________________

I, _________________________ have read and understand the pool rules and policies
and will take responsibility for my group.

______________________________________________  _______________________
signature                                                                 date